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A prototype management Information system called Work-
in-Process Inventory Control System (WIPICS) has been in-
stalled at the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF), North
Island. WIPICS is expected to benefit the NARF by reducing
rework times and rework costs. By assuming that linear
production processes may be estimated from statistical data
accumulated by the NARF, a linear economic model is con-
structed which predicts a required budget in man-hours,
material cost and overhead cost categories for a specified
production output level. Sample problems are solved and
parametric studies are done to determine changes in the
required budget for restrictions in man-hours, material
cost and overhead cost. The model will be used as an aid
in the cost-effectiveness evaluation of WIPICS by the
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Figure 1. A Comparison of UADPS Feedback and WIPICS — n
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) North Island is
currently in the process of installing and evaluating a
prototype of a recently developed management information
system. The system is called the Work-in-Process Inventory
Control System (WIPICS) and was designed and developed by
the ROHR Corporation, Chula Vista, California. The system
employs the latest advances in computer technology which
include real time data file updating and information re-
trieval with communications via a "touch-tone" telephone
system and remote teletypewriter terminals. WIPICS contains
data regarding individual items and their relationship to
the next higher or lower assembly. The system provides an
immediate audio (pre-recorded voice) response for simple
answers and printed reports for more detailed answers.
Each individual item or component has a unique identifica-
tion number (register number) which is assigned and used
for all WIPICS transactions. As an item changes location
or status a transaction immediately updates the computer
storage record and any subsequent queries will be answered
with current information.
The WIPICS formulation concept began in early I968 when
RADM. J. Smith (then NAVAIRSYSCOMREPAC ) conducted a review
of then current management information systems. RADM Smith
was convinced that the Uniform Automatic Data Processing

System (UADPS) then being implemented at all Industrial
Naval Air Stations (INAS) was rapidly being outdated by
the tremendous advances being made in computer technology.
Consequently NAVAIRSYSCOM activities were no longer using
the most modern management systems available. A "task
force" was created and the resulting study was a systems
design proposal for the establishment of the Management
Systems Development Office (MSDO)
.
In early I969 MSDO and the ROHR Corporation studied
NARF North Island to determine the applicability of an
advanced management information system currently being used
by ROHR. The study conclusions led to the development of a
contract request for WIPICS by MSDO in late I969. By July
1970 approval had been granted by SECNAV for MSDO to contract
for the construction of a prototype WIPICS to be installed
at NARF North Island. The contract negotiation was completed
in January 1971. The WIPICS prototype is now installed at
NARF North Island and is in an evaluation stage. The ex-
pected benefits of WIPICS are three-fold:
(1) Allow positive control of all work-in-process
(2) Reduction of turn-around time for repairs
(3) Improved production rates
Other benefits would be possible if extensions are made
to WIPICS:
(1) Attendance and labor force data
(2) Association of tooling and technical data

(3) Integrate directly with automated storage areas.
In addition to the approval of a WIPICS prototype in
July 1970, SECNAV placed a requirement on MSDO to evaluate
the benefits of WIPICS in accordance with the Resources
Conservation Program. The documentation for this cost
Justification was to be .developed by MSDO with the methods
and data subsequently audited by the Naval Audit Service.
Using data collected and summarized by MSDO, the Operations
Research/Administrative Sciences Department of the Naval
Postgraduate School agreed to conduct a study to develop
a methodology for quantitative cost-effectiveness reviews
for technological changes of this type.
A brief comparison of the UADPS Feedback system and
WIPICS is presented in Figure 1.
B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The overall project being considered by the Naval
Postgraduate School is the development of a methodology for
quantitative cost-effectiveness analysis of technological
changes at a particular organization. The results will be
specifically applicable to the evaluation of WIPICS at
NARF North Island, but may be generalized to any organiza-
tion which produces several products and incorporates a
technological change either in a production process or the
control of a production process. The results of this
cost-effectiveness analysis will determine the future of
WIPICS as a management tool for possible use at other INAS
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The general approach to the development of a methodology
will be to estimate production functions of all major pro-
grams at NARF North Island both before and after WIPICS
installation. A production function involves determining
a specific relationship between a selected output measure
and selected input variables. By estimating production
functions for entire programs it is possible to avoid the
measurement of precise relationships between WIPICS and the
NARF North Island shops.* Two different types of production
functions are to be estimated:
(1) The Cobb-Douglas Production function
(2) A Constant Elasticity Substitution Production
function.
To formulate continuous production functions of this type
requires a substantial amount of raw data aggregation and
sophisticated regression analysis techniques. In order to
validate the models using the above techniques a third
model will be constructed. This model will be based on
Linear Programming Techniques and will yield a linear
approximation to the production functions.
Once the before and after WIPICS production functions
have been estimated, the results will be analyzed to deter-
mine the effects of WIPICS. The WIPICS effects on production
efficiency will be translated into dollar savings for compar-
ison with WIPICS costs.
12

C. SCOPE OP THIS THESIS
Linear Programming Techniques will be used to formulate
two Linear Economic Models for production at NARF North
Island. The two models will be for the engine program and
the aircraft program. Both models will be examined in
detail by using sample production requirements and conduct-
ing parametric studies to determine the sensitivity of the
solutions obtained. No attempt will be made to compare
these models with the continuous models (which are being
derived separately) in this thesis.
13

II. DATA ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION
A. DATA AVAILABLE
The Naval Air Rework Facility North Island and the
Management Systems Development Office provided actual his-
torical data for use in constructing and testing the linear
economic model. The data is collected by the NARF for
submission of reports to higher authority and for budgetary/
accounting purposes. For each engine or aircraft that is
reworked by NARF North Island certain statistical informa-
tion is accumulated:
(1) Type of engine or aircraft
(2) Identification number
(3) Type of work done
(^) Induction date
(5) Production date
(6) Production load norm (man-hours) (NORM)
(7) Airframe change man-hours
(8) Direct labor hours expended (DMHR)
(9) Direct labor cost (DLB$)
(10) Direct material cost (DML$)
(11) Applied overhead cost (DOH$)
(12) Navy Industrial Fund (NIF) rate (NIFR)
The manner in which the above statistics are accumulated
and used by NARF North Island are enumerated in Ref. 10.
14

The MSDO personnel furnished a summary listing of the above
statistical information for each engine and aircraft re-
worked at the NARF for the period February 1970 through
July 1971. The basic data consisted of approximately 15OO
observations on the engine program and 36O observations on
the aircraft program. Each "observation" consists of a
complete record of the above statistical data for a com-
pleted NARF job. This data is listed for reference purposes
in Appendix A of Ref . 11'. In order to keypunch the basic
data information it was necessary to assign codes for dif-
ferent types of engines/aircraft and the types of work
done. These codes are listed in Tables I and II.
B. SELECTION OF INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES
From the basic data it was necessary to select input/
output variables to be used for the linear economic model.
A single variable consisting of NORM was selected for an
output measure.
Input variables were selected to be direct man hours
expended (DMHR) direct material cost (DML$), applied over-
head cost (DOH$) and number of days in shop (NDAY) . The
number of days in shop was defined to be production date
minus induction date. These input variables were selected
because they were thought to represent the variable costs
of production.
The expected benefits of WIPICS as stated in Chapter I











































PAR = planned aircraft repair
SUP = supply
REP = repair
SEA = South East Asia





Codes Assigned to the Aircraft Program
Aircraft Type Code Aircraft Type Code
C-2A 10 CH-3B 31
E-2A/B 11 RH-3A 32
SH-3A 33
F-i4J 21 SH-3A/G 34
F-4B 22 SH-3D 35
F-4G/B 23 CH-46A i\l
F-8J 25 CH-46D 42
F-8H 26 CH-46F 43
RF-8G 27 UH-46A 44
UH-il6D 45
CH-53A 48










* Second digit refers to the cycle number of the aircraft
(A zero means not applicable.)
** See Table I for Work Type abbreviations.
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input variables per unit of output demanded. These de-
creases can in turn be associated with dollar savings and
therefore used as a measure of effectiveness for WIPICS.
As a first step in determining the relationships between
the available raw data elements, a computer program was
written to compute the correlation coefficients between
each pair of variables. The results are shown as Tables III
and IV. The computer program is described in Appendix A.
C. CLUSTER ANALYSIS
To formulate a linear economic model it is necessary to
define a process. A process consists of a mathematical
description of the amount of resources used (i.e. labor,
material, etc.) to produce a unit amount of an output meas-
ure. The problem is how are the raw data observations used
to estimate a process. The most natural way would be to
estimate a process as an average amount of resources re-
quired to do a specific type of work 'on a certain engine
or aircraft. This procedure may not be desirable because
there may be alternate processes available to produce the
same output. For example, to overhaul an F-8J it may be
possible to use a "normal" amount of man-hours and have a
low material cost. An alternate process may exist whereby
the same work may be accomplished by spending more money
on material and reducing the man-hours required.
In an attempt to identify these alternate methods within
the basic data observations a clustering algorithm was
18
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developed based on a method described in Ref. 8. A series
of four computer programs are necessary to achieve the
final results. These programs and the purpose of each are
described in Appendices B through E. The general procedure
is to select a group of observations containing several
different types of engines (or aircraft) and some different
types of work within each engine group. These observations
are then analyzed mathematically for similarity of a
selected vector of input/output measures. Similarity
among observations is defined as those vectors that use
input resources in approximately the same fixed proportion
for a unit output measure.
Several trial selections were made with both engine
and aircraft data. The engine data was observed to cluster
groups of the same engine type together with a high degree
of consistency. For example if 20 J-79 engines were
selected as part of a trial run of 100 observations, a
typical result would be for 17 or l8 of the original 20
to be clustered in the same group. However, the trial
selection with the aircraft data were not nearly so con-
sistent. The cluster analysis showed the aircraft data
had wide variations among the input variables. The clus-
terings observed were highly irregular and containing a
mixture of different aircraft and different work.
Based on the results of the engine cluster analysis a
decision was made to form processes consisting of only
21

similar engines (or similar aircraft) with Identical types
of work.
D. DATA AGGREGATION
For the engine data the Identification number consisted
of the job order number used at the NARF. The Job order
number consists of a series of alphameric codes as specified
in Ref. 10. Using these codes the entire engine raw data
deck was sorted into job order number. Similar engine/
work types were then grouped together within each job order.
The resulting raw data deck was then ordered by engine
type, job type and calender quarter in which the work was
done (in special cases where a very few observations were
available the engine/job types were not separated into
calender quarters). Each calender quarter then represented
a separate "process observation" on the NARF. At this
point the data deck showed 47 different engine/work types
and 103 processes by which the work could be done. A
computer program was used to examine the dominance rela-
tionships among all processes with the same engine/work
type. This computer program is described in Appendix G.
The dominance relationships among processes are very impor-
tant in a linear program. For example, if process 1 and
process 2 produce the same output but process 2 uses more
of every required resource than process 1, then process 1
dominates process 2. In a linear program that minimizes
costs, process 1 will always be selected as preferred to
22

process 2. Therefore, if the linear programming model Is
to have alternate processes that reflect choices to be
made then the dominance must be eliminated between all
processes with the same output.
The computer program in Appendix G was run with the
103 processes as previously determined based on job order
numbers. The dominance relationship between each pair of
processes that produced the same output was examined. If
no dominance existed then that group of alternate processes
was left alone. If dominance existed among any of the
processes in the group then a subjective decision was made
to combine two of the processes. For example, if there
were five processes and dominance existed between three
pairs of them, then two processes would be selected to be
combined. The decision on which pair to combine was
entirely subjective. The group would then have four alter-
nate processes remaining. The dominance computer program
would then be run again and the remaining alternate proc-
esses would be examined for dominance. This procedure
was repeated until all dominance was eliminated within
process groups that had the same output. Since the outputs
were intended to be measured separately (as opposed to an
aggregate output measure) it was not necessary to examine
the dominance between processes of different outputs.
In combining individual raw data observations into
estimated processes an aggregation computer program was
used. This program is listed in Appendix F. The program
23

estimates the process by calculating an average value for
each variable on the raw data cards. The resulting engine
raw data was aggregated from 103 processes to 8l processes
in order to eliminate all "within" group dominance.
The aircraft data consisted of 365 raw data observations
Each type of aircraft and type of work considered as a
separate output meant that 70 outputs were required. This
small amount of data then had to be used to estimate not
less than 70 distinct prpcesses. A decision was made to
estimate only a single process for each output because of
the limited data available. In this case there were no
alternate processes so it was not necessary to check for
dominance. The linear program in this case would not have
a choice among processes and therefore the solution becomes
trivial. Further discussion of the aircraft data is con-
tained in Chapters IV and V.
The final listings of the estimated processes for the




III. LINEAR ECONOMIC MODELS
A. INTRODUCTION
Linear programming is a mathematical technique for
solving constrained optimization problems of a special type.
A linear economic model is a specific type of linear program
consisting of the maximization (or minimization) of a line-
ar function of n variables subject to m linear inequality
constraints. Most unconstrained optimization problems may
be solved by the determination of critical points and their
nature (maximum, minimum or saddle point) through solution
of first and second derivative equations. In the case of
a linear function the first derivative is a non-zero constant
and all higher order derivatives are zero. The addition of
a constraint set to the linear function further complicates
the mathematics. However, several mathematical tools have
been developed to solve optimization problems where the
objective function and the constraints are linear functions.
The first explicit use of linear programming techniques
occurred in connection with planning activities for the
U'.S. Air Force in the late 19^0 's. Linear programs (and
their close mathematical relative the input-output models)
have become increasingly important to microeconomic theory
in recent years.
In the linear economic model being constructed it is
necessary to define a process. A linear production process
25

is an activity by which one or more outputs are produced
in fixed proportions by the application of one or more
inputs in fixed proportions. The production process as
defined is homogeneous of degree one which implies constant
returns to scale. For example, if all inputs to a process
are doubled then the output will also be doubled. A linear
production function is formed from a collection of linear
production processes that may be used simultaneously.
The optimal solution to a linear economic model as
described above consists of finding the combination of m
processes from n available processes such that a linear
objective function is maximized (or minimized). Detailed
information concerning linear programming and microeconomic
theory can be found in Refs. 1 through 5 and in Ref . 9.
B. ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are made in the formulation
of a linear economic model:
(1) The estimated processes (reworking of engines and
aircraft) are linear functions and therefore these processes
exhibit constant returns to scale.
(2) The above linear processes may be estimated by the
aggregation of a finite set of observations over some time
period.
(3) The NARF is not a profit maximizing organization,
therefore the management objective of the NARF will be
assumed to be minimization of costs subject to completion
of all work demanded by the operational forces of the Navy.
26

(4) Prices used in the model are constant and may be
estimated from the production data furnished by the NARP.
C. FORMULATION OP THE LINEAR ECONOMIC MODEL
To present the model it is necessary to have some precise
mathematical notation available. Definitions will be as
follows
:
m = number of output constraints
n = number of production processes
(n > m)
R = column vector of available resources =
where
Rl = resource for direct man-hours expended per man-hour
of NORM
R2 = resource for direct material cost in dollars per
man-hour of NORM
R3 = resource for direct overhead cost in dollars per
man-hour of NORM
P = column vector of prices associated




where p = price of labor in dollars per man-hour
Z = column vector of activity levels = rz.l
i = l,...,n
T = technology matrix of observed
processes at NARF =











T^ = resource matrix [^ij]
i = 1, 2, 3
J = 1,.. .,n
with r . . = amount of i— resource used per unit
output of J— activity.
Y = column vector of production
output desired in man-hours
of NORM.
i = 1,. . .,m.
T_ = diagonal matrix of number •





C = column vector of penalty
costs
i = l,...,n
where c. = penalty cost in dollars incurred for each day in
shop associated with the i— process.
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Now that a basic mathematical vocabulary exists for the
variables, processes and costs, the linear economic model
will be presented and discussed:
objective function minimize p'^T2Z + C T^Z
constraints
subject to:
The objective function consists of two terms:
T
P 'Tp'Z = actual cost in dollars of resources used for
activity level vector Z
T
C 'T-'Z = penalty cost in dollars for activity level
vector Z.
The constraint set may also be separated into two parts for
discussion:
•T, -Z < -Y is a set consisting of the first m rows of
the constraints which force the activity
level vector Z to choose a set of processes
which satisfy the production vector Y.
consists of the last 3 rows of the con-
straint set and ensures that actual resources
used do not exceed available resources.
T2-Z < R
D. SOLUTIONS OF THE MODEL
It is clear that the size of the resource vector R is
highly dependent on the production vector Y. In fact these
two vectors must be chosen carefully to avoid an infeasible
29

linear program. The easiest approach to avoiding an infea-
slble linear program is to make the resource vector R very
large, therefore the optimal solution to the model will not
be constrained by an active resource constraint. In economic
terms this means that the "customer" is willing to pay the
NARP as much as necessary to accomplish the work specified
by production vector Y. If the NARF is assumed to be effi-
ciently operated, then the costs incurred will be minimized.
In summary, the objective function of the model will be
a minimum when the model is not constrained by the resource
vector R. In other words, the costs are minimum when the
resource constraints are inactive constraints. The value
of the objective function represents the total cost incurred
to accomplish production vector Y based on past performance
data of the NARF.
It should be noted that the linear economic model pre-
sented in this chapter is not a production management tool
in the sense that the model chooses "processes" by which the
NARF should rework aircraft or engines. The model only
provides a budget cost plus a penalty cost for a specified
amount of work to be done. Some information is available
from the model concerning tradeoff values among the three
resources. The model can also determine the minimum amount
of any single resource required to accomplish the specified
work. Some example solutions are presented and discussed





Two separate models were constructed using forecasted
workload requirements during third quarter, fiscal year
1972. The forecasted requirements for the engine and air-
craft programs were obtained from Naval Air Rework Facility
Production and Planning Notices dated 17 June 1971 and 26
July 1971 respectively. The forecasted requirements were
converted into two separate production vectors (Y's).
Penalty costs were computed for each type of engine
and aircraft reworked at NARF North Island using information
supplied by MSDO. Aircraft penalty costs were computed by
prorating the total cost of the aircraft over its estimated
service life. The resulting penalty cost was in units of
dollars per day in shop. A similar computation was desired
for engine penalty costs. However, an estimated service
life for each engine was not available. When engines
are reworked by the NARF, engine components are replaced
as necessary resulting in a "new" engine. For this reason
the service life of all engines was assumed to be ten years.
Table V shows the computed penalty costs. For convenience
Tables V through XI are located at the end of this chapter.
A constant was also needed for converting direct man
hours into a dollar cost. As previously defined in Chapter
III, this is the value of p in the vector of prices, P.
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A computer program was developed to compute the average
labor cost. The computer program is shown in Appendix J.
The results were as follows:




To solve the engine and aircraft linear programs Mathe-
matical Programming System/360 (MPS/360) was used. This
IBM applications program is composed of a very complex
set of computational procedures. A subset of these proce-
dures are used to solve linear programs. However, the user
must construct a control program that orders a specific
sequence of procedures to be executed by the computer. A
detailed knowledge of Ref s . 6 and 7 is necessary to use
MPS/360.
In addition to preparing a control program for MPS/36O,
the linear program input data must be in a special format
described in Chapter 4 of Ref. 7. To assist in preparing
data in this format a computer program was prepared. This
program takes specified input data and produces a deck of
punched cards for MPS/36O in the required format. This





The sample data used for the engine model is listed
In Table VI. Each row of the T, submatrix of matrix T is
associated with a specific type of engine and type of work
done on that engine. The production vector Y is associated
with each row of the T-. matrix because Y specifies the re-
quired number of man-hours of NORM for the particular type
of work. The linear program must then choose the process
(columns of matrix T) by which the cost of the work will
be a minimum. If only one process is available and produc-
tion is required then the linear program must select that
process
.
The total amount of resources available are shown
as rows Rl, R2 and R3 . These values form the resource
vector R.
The model was solved for three different, but
closely related, objective functions. The values listed in
columns OBJl, 0BJ2 and 0BJ3 of Table VI are calculated as
follows
:
OBJl = P *Tp + C 'T^ = total cost per unit output of
NORM (total cost = resource cost + penalty cost)
T0BJ2 = P 'Tp = resource cost per unit output of NORM
0BJ3 = c'^'T = penalty cost per unit output of NORM
In Table VI OBJl = 0BJ2 + 0BJ3 except in cases where numbers
were rounded off by the computer.
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Recall from Chapter III that the T, matrix consisted
of a 1 in only one row of each column of T and all the
other elements of that column were zeros. The row in which
the 1 belongs is given in Table VI in the Tl ROW column.
The columns in Table VI labeled Rl, R2 and R3 are the three
elements of the Tp matrix described in Chapter III. These
three values correspond to the amount of each resource
required per unit output of NORM for that particular process.
The column labeled T3 in Table VI is the number of days in
shop per unit output of NORM for that particular process.
The values for vector C are found in Table V. However,
the penalty costs per unit output of NORM may be found
directly in the 0BJ3 column of Table VI. Recall that
OBJ = c'^-T-.
2. Solutions
The solutions to the three linear programs (each
with a different objective function) using the engine model
data are presented in Tables VII, VIII and IX. The optimal
solution for each problem is shown in the first column of
each Table. The actual choice of processes selected by
MPS/360 is not shown, because as stated in Chapter III,
these "processes" do not represent actual physical procedures
which are used by the NARF . The processes do give an estimate
of the total production cost for a specified production
vector. The anticipated change in production costs will be
the foundation for the cost justification of WIPICS.
3^

It is necessary to explain the relationship between
the optimal solutions presented in Tables VII and VIII.
The solutions are nearly identical. This result is not
unexpected as can be seen in Table VI. The magnitude of
0BJ2 (resource cost) is much larger than OBJ 3 (penalty
cost) in every case. By attempting to minimize the total
cost of production (resource cost + penalty cost) the
linear program arrived at a solution that also happened to
minimize resource cost. This is not an uncommon result
when one component of an objective function is much larger
than another component. One might also observe that the
value of the objective function in Table VII is approximately
90^ resource cost and 10^ penalty cost. This is another
reason for the two solutions to be similar.
In Table IX the solution to minimization of penalty
cost turns out to be very costly in terms of required re-
source costs. An increase of nearly $300,000 in resource
cost for a penalty cost reduction of only $20,000 is the
difference between Tables VII and IX. The obvious conclu-
sion is that unless penalty cost is higher than presently
calculated, the resource cost will nearly always determine
the optimal solution. A discussion of alternate methods of
determining penalty cost will be discussed in Chapter V.
3 . Sensitivity Analysis
Using procedures described in the MPS/36O references
a parametric study was done on the resources DMHR, DML$
and DOH$. Since the optimal solution was obtained with
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unconstrained resources available it is not necessary to
Increase any resource. The optimal solution shown in Tables
VII, VIII and IX will remain the same for all values of
resources greater than those shown in Table VI. It is pos-
sible to obtain different solutions to each model by de-
creasing the resources one at a time until the linear program
becomes infeasible. Infeasible means that there is not
enough of some resource in R to accomplish the work specified
by the production vector Y. In other words, a conflict
exists between some of the constraints in the model and no
solution exists for that linear program. The results of
decreasing each resource (one at a time) are shown in the
parametric studies section of each solution table.
If the available quantity of a resource is reduced
in value until the entire quantity is consumed in production,
then any further reduction below that value will result in
an increased cost in the objective function. In linear
.programming terms the shadow price of the dual variable
associated with that resource constraint is frequently
positive when the constraint is binding. The increased
cost of production as described above can be observed in
Tables VII through IX.
An interesting result appears in Tables VII and
VIII. When the DMHR resource was reduced, the DOH$ resource
was also reduced in the new solution (but the DML$ resource
use increased). The explanation for this effect is found in
Table III. The correlation coefficient between DMHR and
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DOH$ is +.99032. This high correlation suggests that over-
head costs at the NARF are applied to each job based on the
DMHR for the job. This is the way overhead costs are
applied at NARF, North Island. Therefore, a decrease in
available DMHR could also cause a reduction in DOH$ used.
In summary, the parametric studies on the resource
vector indicate the minimum amount of available resources
required for a feasible linear program. However, if all
three resources are reduced to their respective minimum
values at the same time an infeasible linear program will
result. The reason for this may be seen in Table VII. In
reducing DMHR the requirement for DML$ is increased . The
parametric study results as shown were used to constrain
only a single resource and the two remaining resources were
considered available in unlimited amounts. Other types of
parametric studies are available if desired. For example,
all three resources may be changed in fixed proportions.




The sample data for the aircraft model is very
similar to the engine data described previously. Each row
of T^ is associated with a particular type of aircraft and
type of work. The procuction vector Y and the resource
vector R are the same as described in the engine model. The
data is listed in Table X.
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The aircraft model consisted of a single objective
function which was calculated as follows:
m m
OBJ = P Tp + C T^ = total cost per unit output of NORM
(total cost = resource cost + penalty cost)
The remaining columns in Table X are identical in
meaning to the engine model descriptions for Table VI.
2. Solution
The solution of the aircraft model is presented in
Table XI. Due to the manner in which the data was aggregated
the aircraft model. consisted of only one process for each
type of job in the production vector Y. The T, matrix
consisted of 70 rows and 70 columns. Linear programming is
not necessary to solve a problem of this type. There are no
choices to make among processes, therefore, the activity
level vector Z must be identical to the production vector Y
(because T^ is an identity matrix). The solution in Table
XI does give an estimated total production cost associated
with the production vector Y which can be used for budget
estimates. A discussion concerning the aggregation problems
for the aircraft data is presented in Chapter V. No sensi-
tivity analysis was conducted on the aircraft model because
the amounts of resources required at the optimal (uncon-
strained resources) solution also represent the minimum
resources required for a feasible solution to the linear
program. This result occurs because there is only one process
















E-2B . 10,742,000 105 280.29
F-4B 2,756,000 80 94.38
RF-4B 2,699,000 96 77.02
P-4J 2,^92,000 80 . 85.34
RF-8G 1,300,000 75 47.48
F-8H 1,352,000 54 68.59 •
F-8J 1,302,000 54 66.05
RH-3A 1,508,000 80 51.64
SH-3A 1,278,000 80 43.76
SH-3D 1,064,000 80 36.43
CH-46A 1,083,000 80 37.08
UH-46A 834,000 80 28.56
CH-46D 1,083,000 80 37.08
UH-46D 834,000 80 28.56
CH-M6F 1,083,000 80 37.08
CH-53A 1,453,000 96 4l.il6
CH-53D 1,453,000 96 41.46
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J57 (all models) 210,000 57.53
T56 (all models) 98,600 27.01
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Table VI. Engine Model Input Data
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY
A. CONCLUSIONS
The sample problem solutions in Chapter IV answered
some basic questions concerning the operation of a NARP
.
In the beginning of this study, it was not known if trade-
offs existed between resources used by the NARF . The solu-
tions in Table VII showe'd that the ranges of the resources
used were rather limited for feasible solutions. For exam-
ple, in Table VII the reduction in use of DMHR to a minimum
resulted in a 2.3^ decrease from the optimal unconstrained
solution. Similarly minimizing DML$ and DOH$ produced
resource reductions of H.2% and 11.2% respectively. Asso-
ciated with minimizing DMHR, DML$ and DOH$ (one at a time)
the total cost of production increased approximately 2 to
3% in each case. This demonstrated -that the available
tradeoffs among resources are small in the linear economic
model. This result was not unexpected because of the simi-
larity among processes estimated for each type of work.
The total cost objective function is composed of two
components, resource cost and penalty cost. In the sample
problems considered the total cost was approximately 90%
resource cost and 10% penalty cost. This fact caused the
total cost optimal solution to be the same as the resource
cost optimal solution. Alternate methods of determining
penalty costs are discussed in Section B of this chapter.
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The sample problems solved in Chapter IV predicted
budget requirements for a specific calender quarter, based
on forecasted production requirements. To draw a meaning-
ful conclusion about the validity of the model these results
must be compared with the actual production work in that
quarter and the actual quantities of resources consumed.
This type of comparison should be made over a series of
production periods of varying length to determine the
accuracy of the model. This validation was not completed
in time for inclusion in this thesis. Since this model is
only a part of a continuing project at the Naval Post-
graduate School, additional results are expected in the near
future.
B. AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY
1. Expanding Number of Observations
As mentioned in Chapter II and IV, special problems
were encountered with the aircraft model sample data because
of the small number of raw data observations. Based on
discussions with NARF and MSDO personnel a decision was
made to consider work done in different "cycles" (a cycle
is the number of times the aircraft has been through the
NARF for the same type of work) as different types of work.
The resulting aircraft model had 70 separate processes
with only 365 observations to estimate the processes. In
comparison the engine model had 8I separate processes and
1532 observations. Forty-one out of 70 processes in the
aircraft model had three or fewer observations. The engine
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program had only 11 out of 8l processes v;ith three or fewer
observations. The magnitude of this problem could be re-
duced by increasing the number of observations in each model
However, an upper limit should be placed on the age of an
observation to ensure the processes that are estimated
reflect the current technology at the NARP.
2. Penalty Costs
As seen in Chapter IV the penalty costs had very
little effect in determining the solution to the engine
model. The reason was that the resource cost was at least
five times as large as the penalty cost when the objective
function was formulated. (See Table VI for examples).
It could easily be argued that the present method used to
determine the penalty costs does not approximate the
opportunity cost (for the Navy) of keeping an engine (or
aircraft in the shop for an extra day.
One alternate method by which the penalty cost
might be computed is:
procurement cost
+
total maintenance cost over lifetime
penalty cost =
lifetime
Certainly there is not a single procedure to determine
penalty cost that cannot be criticized in some area. How-
ever, this problem must be addressed and resolved if an




In the linear economic model formulated In Chapter
III the production vector (Y) Is assumed as a given input
to the model. In reality, the production demanded of the
NARF each calender quarter' is the result of a complex
negotiation procedure between NAVAIRSYSCOM representatives
and NARF representatives. Each component (Y. ) of the
production vector may be considered a random variable
whose value depends on the negotiation results. It is
possible to construct a mathematical model of the negotia-
tion procedures that would generate (predict) production
vectors for use in the linear economic model. Further
consideration should be given to a model of this type in
lieu of using fixed production vectors based on historical
data.
h . Management Constraints
One area in which extensions of the linear economic
model would be beneficial is the incorporation of con-
straints for management practices. For example, there is
a fixed manpower ceiling at the NARF for the permanent
(employed at the NARF for more than one year) labor force.
Suppose a given production vector (Y) utilizes the entire
DMHR resource making the model infeasible. A temporary
labor force could be hired from the surrounding community




Another possible extension exists in the pricing of
labor. The management policy at the NARF could dictate
a maximum allowable percentage of overtime per quarter.
The overtime man-hours could be modeled as an additional
constraint and priced according to current union contract
agreements.
Further study is required to determine the effects
of management decisions (or management constraints such as
union contracts) on the linear economic model. Modifica-




Correlation Program for Raw Data
A. Purpose: The purpose of this program is to calculate
and print a table of correlation coefficients between
NORM, DMHR, DLB$, DML$ , DOH$ , NIFR and NDAY. A table
of means and standard deviations is printed for each of
the above variables.
B. Inputs: The first card is a control card which is then
followed by the raw data cards. All fields are right
adjusted unless otherwise specified. The abbreviation
"CC" refers to card columns and will be used in all
Appendices. The format of the cards follows:
Control Card: CC 1-4 number of raw data cards
CC 5-8 0001 for aircraft
0002 for engines
Raw data card: CC 1-2 engine/aircraft code
CC 3 blank
CC 4-10 Identification number
CC 11 blank
CC 12-13 work code
CC 14 blank
CC 15-18 induction date
CC 19 blank


















The NIFR is expressed as an integer but the last two
digits are cents. For example a -NIFR of 1482 means $14.82
All other dollar values are in whole dollars.
C. Outputs: A table of correlation coefficients and a table
of means and standard deviations for each variable are
printed.
D. Special Notes:
(1) Subroutines CORRE, LOG and MSTR are from the IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package. (Input to the CORRE sub-




(2) The maxlmuin number^ of data cards that the program
can handle is I6OO. Capacity may be Increased by chang-
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A. Purpose: The purpose of this program is to calculate
and provide a punched card deck for input to the distance
matrix program in Appendix C. Each input data card is
normalized to a unit vector for the five variables NORM,
DMHR, DML$, DOH$ and NDAY. Then each variable is stand-
ardized by the following transformation:
ij J
"th th





n = number of data cards
a. = standard deviation of the j— variable
y. = mean of the j— variable
B. Inputs: The first card is a control card which is fol-
lowed by a deck of aggregated data cards. The aggregated
data cards are described in Appendix F.
Control Card: CC 1-3 number of aggregated data cards
Aggregated data card: the format is specified in
Appendix F.
C. Outputs: Listings of input data, normalized data and
normalized/standardized data and a deck of punched cards
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for input to the distance matrix program in Appendix C
are provided. The punched output deck is in the follow-
ing format
:
CC 1-2 engine/aircraft type code
CC 3 blank
CC 4-10 Identification code
CC 11 blank







(1) The maximum number of aggregated data cards is 150.
This capacity may be increased by changing the appropri-
ate DIMENSION and DATA statements.
(2) This program may be modified to handle raw data cards
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A. Purpose: To provide a punched card deck of squared
Euclidian distances between each pair of observation
vectors (i.e. normalized and standardized input data
cards)
. The distance matrix is a required input for the
clustering program in Appendix D.
B. Inputs: A control card is required followed by a deck
of normalized and standardized (N&S) cards. The formats
are as follows:
Control Card: CC 1-3 number of N&S cards
N&S Deck: format is specified in Appendix B.
C. Outputs: The outputs are listings of input data and the
squared Euclidian distance matrix. The distance matrix
is stored in a linear array that " corresponds to the lower
half of the matrix. The listing and data cards of the
distance matrix are printed and punched in the linear
array format. Since a complicated procedure is required
to locate the distance between any particular pair of
observation vectors the format will not be specified in
detail. Each distance matrix output card contains 10
distances. The total number of distances calculated and
punched is:
n X (n-1) where n = number of N&S cards contained




(1) The output deck must be kept in the exact order in
which it is punched. The position of each number in the
linear array determines which pair of observation vectors
were used to compute that particular distance value.
(2) The maximum number of N&S input data cards in 200.
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A. Purpose: The purpose of this program is to cluster
together individual observations and groups of observa-
tions that are mathematically similar. Further discussion
on clustering can be found in Ref. 8. The program begins
by considering each input vector (observation) as a
cluster with one observation. The two "closest" (based
on Euclidian distance) clusters are combined into a single
cluster and the distance from this new cluster to all
other clusters is recomputed and the distance matrix is
adjusted. The clustering continues until all observa-
tions are in a single cluster.
The program provides a detailed listing of the clus-
ters that are combined at each step and at the users
option the program will provide a detailed description
of each cluster. A deck of punched cluster "descriptions"
is produced at intervals specified by the user. A cluster
"description" consists of the number of clusters, the
number of observation vectors (i.e. number of elements)
in each cluster and an ordered vector of observation
numbers (an observation number is the number assigned to
each observation vector based on its position when the
distance matrix was produced). For example:
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Suppose we have 6 observation vectors clustered as
follows




The cluster description would be
number of clusters = 3
number of observations in each cluster = 2,1,3
vector of observation numbers = 1,3,2,5,6,4,
Inputs: A control card and the distance matrix produced
by Appendix C are required. The formats are as follows:
Control Card CC 1-3
CC 4-6
number of observation vectors
stage at which a complete cluster
description begins in the output
listing. (stage is the number of
clusters currently existing in the
program)
CC 7-14 Beta value (See Ref. 8). The
value -0.25000 used in all clus-







Cluster "descriptions" are punched starting at Stage KMl
and continuing to Stage KM2 in increments of KM3 . For
example: if KMl = l6
KM2 = 12
KM3 = 2
then cluster "descriptions" will be punched at stages
16, 14 and 12.
C. Outputs: A listing describing clustering as discussed in
Part A is provided. A punched deck of cluster descrip-
tions as specified by the control card is provided. The
punched output format is as follows:
First card: CC 1-3 number of clusters
Second group of cards (as many as needed) : number of
observation vectors in each cluster with each card
having a maximum of 20 numbers, each right each adjusted
in a 3 column field.
Final group of cards (as many as 'needed) : ordered vector
of observation numbers as described in Part A. The
format is the same as for the second group.
D. Special Notes:
(1) The maximum number of observation vectors is 100.
(2) The user must decide at what point further clustering
ceases to be useful. The computer algorithm automatically
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A. Purpose: This program ensures that each observation
vector is assigned to the closest group centroid calcu-
lated from a cluster description supplied by the cluster-
ing Program in Appendix D. The program takes the normal-
ized and standardized data cards and based on a specified
cluster description a group centroid is calculated for
each cluster. Each observation vector is then assigned
to the closest centroid based on Euclidian distance. If
any observation vector moves to a different cluster from
its present assignment then the group centroids are
recalculated and the observation vectors are again assigned
to the closest group centroid. This reallocation process
continues until a stable configuration is reached (i.e. no
observation vector shifts clusters).
B. Inputs: A control card is followed by the normalized
and standardized data deck then the cluster description(s)
.
The formats are as follows:
Control card: CC 1-3 number of N&S data cards
N&S Data Deck: format is the same as specified in
Appendix B.
Cluster Descriptions: format is the same as specified in
Appendix D.
C. Outputs: The normalized and standardized data is printed
along with the initial cluster description. The program
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then prints a series of cluster centroids and cluster
descriptions until a stable configuration is reached.
Then a deck of reallocated cluster descriptions is punched
The reallocated cluster descriptions have the same format
as specified in Appendix D.
D. Special Notes:
(1) The program is set to handle multiple cluster des-
criptions. Place any additional cluster descriptions
behind the first one. •
(2) The maximum number of N&S data cards is 100. The
DIMENSION statement may be changed to accomodate larger
capacity.
(3) The maximum number of clusters that can be specified
in a cluster description is 50. This capacity may be
changed in the DIMENSION statement.
(4) Normally about 5^ or less of the observation vectors
will change clusters. If the percentage exceeds this
limit then an input error or a very unstable cluster
configuration may have caused the problem. The results
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A. Purpose: This program combines groups of raw data cards
into aggregated data cards. A listing is provided for
the new aggregated data. The aggregation procedure con-
sists of calculating a numerical average for each variable
(excluding airframe change man-hours on aircraft raw data
cards) on the raw data card. Two additional fields are
calculated and punched into the new cards: NDAY and NOBS
(number of raw data cards that are combined to produce
the aggregated data card). These aggregated data cards
are used as input requirements for programs in Appendices
B, G, K and L.
B. Inputs: A series of control cards are required. Each
control card must be the first card of the group to be
aggregated. The control card is punched in CC 1-3 v;ith
the exact number of raw data cards following it. The
raw data cards are in the format specified in Appendix A.
The input deck as described is called the preaggregation
deck. It is used as an input deck for the program in
Appendix J. Once this deck is created it should be kept
in addition to the aggregated data cards. (Note: the




C. Outputs: The output consists of a reformatted raw data
card with two additional fields, NDAY and NOBS. These
new cards are referred to as aggregated data cards.
(Each aggregated data card is an estimation of a NARF
process.) The program provides a listing of the aggregat-
ed data cards. The aggregated data card format follows:
CC 1-2 Aircraft/engine type
CO 3 blank
CC ^-10 identification code
CC 11 blank










(1) The maximum number of control cards is 150. This
capacity may be increased by the change of the DIMENSION
and DATA statements of the program.
(2) The first 13 card columns of the first raw data card
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fOH- I— H-t— (—h-t— I- o •-" ro>- < -a: —x -*<
vO< <<<«<< I- -o< ^- -Js-^-jo-'-j *
•O OOOOOOO X UJ —. #0 X X -J r-i—..-((NjwCOXXXXX LUJ -)_J-J_J_)_)_J LU _l r-l UJZ UJ O —^OX •'OX<
CDOQUJU.OOU- ULU.u-LLU_u,u_ zi O o Qo*- z z ,_ir^mi-.- Ln»-i -
+ ++++'-' •+ "^v^v,^x.«v"«^ o z o -< •(- o 3 iir^-ON e> "rg
—.—.——.«
I oo—. ,-,—.^——.—,^. q: o -• <7» I O0< q:: O Q- -3 • ^^ »—..-i
•-tt-t>-4t-tt-iQ>-^uj.-ii-<^^^K-iH-i o o 00 • Q^o^" a o oo~>wr---5«uj
»^w-w^w-)<w-3^— .ww^ u- ^ in -}<_jz LU ^ a om—w —w 3
oQOQLjJa. II QOZ<cnuQUJu_o a: — iiou-ii z --to • Oi— ot—
z
II II 11 II II OOZ II —' II 11 II II II II II 5>^ O O OOZ II '^ 5^ O < I O-3UJ <U) ••<'-.
-^-»--.-,-.>.w-.^--*—^—.-^^-» (_) i~- u. a^>-^ '-'>-* t_) H- '-'cnjw|~-«5:i~'-si-cl
H-it-H -(.-. •-*< i-hZhh>-h^-«.-h_<_..-. < <•-«< -<— < I— II —-)a:>->~icx:'zcjci
—.WW.wOULwO——>--—•— CQ O Q. UJwQu.«-x CD o z _JOU_ ct:— oot: «-ooi-
z
coo Quj a. Zh-i00< CD0QUJU.0 o o a:u.z«o>-H o <-• -JQ>-t3:u_u-:5U-U.ui^uj00^ o QC _i ^O O—lO OQ-O^ •-• fViO
o o a> o 00
in o 0^ in ino




Dominance Program for Aggregated Data
A. Purpose: The purpose of this program Is to take aggre-
gated data cards as an Input and then display in a matrix
the dominance relationships between the data cards.
Recall that each aggregated data card represents an
estimated process for the NARF. The specified input/
output variables (in Chapter 2) are read from the input
deck and then each process is converted to a unit output.
The dominance matrix is printed and can be inspected for
dominance among processes with the same output. The
procedure to eliminate the dominance is described in
Chapter 2.
B. Inputs: The program requires a series of control cards
to be inserted among the aggregat.ed data cards. The
control cards are punched with the number of aggregated
data card follov:ing them (and prior to the next control
card) in card columns 1-3. These control cards cause the
aggregated data cards to be read in small groups thereby
reducing the size of the dominance matrix. The control
card should contain a number between 10 and 20 for most
groups. For example, if we have 72 aggregated data cards
then six control cards with 12 punched in CC 2-3 would
suffice. However, the user must ensure that all processes
with the same output are contained in the same control
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card group. The dominance matrix is only calculated for
those processes in the same group.
C. Outputs: The output consists of a listing of the aggre-
gated data group (input/output variables only) and a
listing of the unit output processes associated with
each data card in the group. The dominance matrix is
printed with the above listings. Each new group is start-
ed on a new page for ease of reference. The dominance
matrix consists of thf'ee symbols defined as follows:
(1) - means there is no dominance relationship between
process A and process B (A and B are defined below)
(2) X means that process A is dominated by (i.e. strictly
greater than) process B
(3) means that process A dominates (i.e. strictly less
than) process B.
Each symbol is in a particular row and column of the
dominance matrix. (the column numbers are the same as
the row numbers since the dominance matrix is always a
square matrix.) "A" is the row number of the symbol
and "B" is the column number of the symbol.
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•• •>< tintLn I— r^og <
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Listing of Aggregated Aircraft Data
The following listing provides the values of the aggre-















The format of these cards is described in Appendix F.
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* UL * u^orn^-r\l>t^o^ocor^QO^o^go^o^O'H.-^^o^o•^r^^tln>t^^o<)c^^oa^(J^<t(^J<•^tr^r^r-•(N^-(^J^*







* < •«• ooNOfMoorginh-oorjooomrnsOOvooooinoomoooa^oaDOOvOOOoooor-
W- -M- oOvO<-<oooinr*'inoOoo<->ot^'-ia3in»£)OOcor\iooroooinc\ior*-LnOvOOOooinoin
^ 0^ )(' t*t««««t**»********«*t*t**ttt***t»t**t*«**«
* o •« o^o^-•o^^-l^Jo>^OvJ^o^o-Hco^Lno(^J^-^^t•^-^-oo^co<)o^-^t<^oo^oao.--llnoOvJ•^o>t
* u_ * .-Hr^(r^lnLn^-r^(^Jo^l^o^(Nr^rH(>sO(:^l-^(No^ONt^o^-c^vO^-^Oln(^vO<^l<Noo^-c^JO^o ocooDinu^
•K- «• (Ni>^rOininocOr-4coo^<^>d"-^'na3-^OvO'Hinr\jin(>jOor*-vOcoro(NlstC^'--<vt'^rvj-HOco>tr^n'n
* < •« r^^oc^(^c^^-^'H^*^^J^(^JO^vO<Jo^tOTr«-vtlnrHr^^tvoa>^tcO'H^-cD^o^4-^^o^--^o^tooc^
^(. >^ -K- l-^f\|C^J(r^(\)^^r^Jrvlr-^c^JU^^OtN(Nc^J^g(^|(r^t^Jog^^^^ro^0rsJc^4f^l^o•-^(Nr-^
•»(•<•»«
«. Q * oO'^inoooooino>oooorr)oorocr«ooooinooo>-<ooooOinoomooooooro
it •« oofO<^Jfno^of^i^oooO'^oo^vOlnooor^lnoo^ooolnoOlnoo^ooooooo^t
* Q * •
^ LU >( (^,-^r~(X)^<^O^H(^J^O>t0^t'-^co>0(^co^O^O^Ocx)cx)r-^t^ln-O^^OlncoC^^oo^o^Oln^O(^l^^
* H -Jt lnOc\Jrn^OC^c\l^O(^iCNU^c^J<)^^u^^^•-Hvt C^r^N^c\|f\|C^oOf<^^-^*•c^la^r^Jtn^«-ln•-^lnc^
tt- < -jfr og(^l^oc\J^c^^oc^Jr~-sO'--'0<--^CT^O(^Ov^Olnr^ooa>(^Jvtcoc^c^(?^r--^co.--(o^l^vJlnu^c^Jr^lnf^
* O •»• rvJCO<)cor^(^fHsOr^co(>.-^'-^coc^--^ln(^Olnro^s|r-<^sOln^J•coC^Orn-^u^rvJoooc^(^lr^
•»(• 'J-' * ln^n^o^-•^-c^lnLn^-o•^^o^^<)^o^^^^^c^>o^c^•-Mc\|.-H^or^c^f^^Oln>t(^Ln^ou^>t>t ^u^^int^
* o -j^ ooooooinor-oooOsOOOinr-oooooooOvOooofvjocooocoooooooo




^ u_ 4$. st<Nf^C^ OrHr^<f(> c^^<^c^'--^ CO Ln^u^ in r-^,-^aD>t CO inf«^ in in voC^a^.-^(^ ^-^oC^sO<^ in




» h- » oOvOooooooooooOinooinr^Ovoo>d-oooooooo<NjoinoOvoooooooin
•M- <yO * . •
•«• HI «• oo^o^>oo^-o^oooOoooo^-'-^ooo^-oooooooolnoLnoosDOoooooco






•M- * ^4•-^(^J•-^oOo(^J^OO•H^^(^J^no^•Hr^ln0^^vJ.-^^0>S-coo.-^•-^co(7^•--«^o(7^^^0^0^f C^fNjoooOvO^-coin
jt- * (^JC^cornOr-^LncO'^0'-^a^^\|^^nosO<^l^tfvJc^Jv0^o<>^<^u^^Oco^o(^l^co>to^nOc7^<~>^nc^u^n
^ j^ ,Hr*->;^Ln^^co^*-r^c^'^f^J'^opgvivtof\l^^J•o>t>^ooJ^i"-^f^^co^n^o.—ioo^sOCr>vo^oococooo
^(- «• in<\jr\|0"tininrororO(NOro -sjCT^corocM-^O^rO—•^—•'Mi-ia^oooo'^OO^^-r-aDr^coinooO^










"O »0 o^ o>o ro (^ tM—< Lno >t 0> o 0> ir\ _( O^ vd- oo <t cMn in ro rn (\j
in >o ir> >4- vOmm ^o vo incMnm vO »om vo >t in in vO >o >o ^ nO lA >o
in 00 f\j ,-( vO r^ fO ^0 4" -^ in rn fO 00 c^ c^ --« in CO h- in roo •-•r*- in nO
>0 «4" r-4 .-I f>~o <M in 00 in vo 0^ osj cxDooo c\) oO in^ -H (y> >^ r^ r^
inr-inooLnLn«^-^>4--^N04-sOininininNor«-f^oor^oooosoinin
ooooooo QoinvOooo sooinincMoo oo'-t (N^ooo
ooooo oin rn fNJ voo ^oo '-^o vf (NjcNJ oino rjr- (\inOoo
^oooc^^om(^fO<-^^oc^o^vo>ic^c^c\|,-(f\J»t^ocoo'-•^o>t^-•-^
»^ h- 00 in «-< in CT^ c\jo ro r-< CO (^ vo CM in CT^o r»- vi"o a> 0^ COr* in ro
ooln(^J.-^r-lO^-^^^oc^coo^-^-c^^4^oOrHvJoo^^3vOvO^-^o
(\j COo in r-H 00 in rg cr> <J sO f^ 00 vO ^i• in—Io o^ -^ (^ vo O^ ro ro CM ^o
(<> rom nj (\| <\j CM ro rvj (NJ ^o <NI (Ni f\l ro CNj ro (N (\) (Nl fT) (T) >J- >t rO rn st
OOOOOOOrr»00<OOOoOOrHLnr\JOOOO>}-^rOOO
oooOooOvoOvoo-toooa^cMinoinoo—<i-(rooo
>t ro f\J CM f-* 00 f\i -^ in COom in r- 00 r-o CO o <3 1^o—t vO f~-o -H
r^ —< 00 r-i r^ r»- vO tvj in CM in ro—I CM o> 00 r-( f\io —< -^ rn <f mo f\j '-n
>^cor<^inr-»vj>ooNO'^.-ir--4-CMncr.Ln(\j_i(MLn(ri«too^(\jo
>i- r-< CM^ rH r- r^o -H CTi in o^ h- ^ c> CMo -H in >o r«- (No cNj vt r^ -H
r-^(M,-^.-^.H —ii-i ro r-<.-» rH-Hr-<.-tr-4CMCMrO>^cMrH(\|
inoooooooooroooooOrHinh-oooorooorooo
f^oooooom^omocoooocT'CMOoinLnvO^h-rooo
r- »o in CMo <NJm o^ -;^ c> o> c^ *o CM in in nO in r^ sO CO ^^^ ro >j-o —t i-i
\OooOfMo>'—<oorooorncr'<t'inNOi^sl-^inooof>-cMOinincor*-
njcMr^cn—(OcMc^c^rH>tln^o^-o>o^.-^o^-^^nr^c^J(^o^th-
c^o 0^o fH rvj vt o CO vo f^ ro 03 so r- in r^ a> cr> CM CM --Io rHin ro (^
CM fO CM CM CM CM CM CO CM CM in OJ CM CM fM CM CM r-l CM CM ro ro >*• >t ro rc^ >*•
inoooooo CO cc^ COooo oo <} in .-Hoooo •-< —( vOoo
i^oooooo'-<coroooooosOcMcoooin(\jr-.-t>ooo
in ooo^ro <j- oin r-tinr-h- —«ro com ^«to '-•^ oOi-t rocM CO 00
0^oooocMC^cMf*-oo^-rM^-'^c^'-^Olncolno>lnln0^ooc^c^cM
00 .H h- >4- fO 00 a>o vO CM ino in ro COoo—< CM in CM ro o^ r^ <3 CM <-»
«^ in sf ro CO CO ro in vf >t c^ 4- «t >*•^ >^^ CO >t CO in in vo vom in r«-
oooooooinooooooooocoooooooooo
ooooooocMinoooooooor^ooooooooo
inoooooo -• r~-oooo oooo h- ooooooo oo
cMooooOincocooooooooor-ooooooooo
i-H in CM in^ «t 00 o^ CMo •-• (NJ in vt (Mo ino ino o^ cr* 00 •-•in ino
in >t >4" >t >t ^ CM >i- in vto <^ ^t ^t in -t^ CO >t^ »t ^t r- f^in in r^
O CM CO ^J" —I cO ro st in vO CM CM cvj CO ro CM CM .-» rO CM i-H CM r-i CM CM .-« r-i
CM CM CM CM CM CM rO CO CO fO—« (M CM (M vt CM^ CM CM CM CM CM f«- 1*^ 00 CM r*-
»0O ^^ "O <^ ro si-mo ro r*- --*o CM ro CO in o> in CM CM (M^ 00 r- <h vO
h- ^;^ >t <fo CM inoo COOo ro ^ >o in r^ CM <7^ rH COO r^ cr> CO in in
lno•-'•-<^•-<lnc^o^or-l^-Lnc^a>c^a^N^^dvJ•cov^oo ocm-o-o
f\J 00 r^ P>- Cr^ CM rH O^ 0> a>^ Csl CMOO CO CO sO CM ro Nt (M sj- --•COo^
i-t »4"^
-t >^ in in vT sj- -^ in in in in in in in in in in in in in intn inm
fVJ^ r-l r-l ,^ r-1^ rH ,-< r^^ r-t nH -< r-t -t r^ -^ -t r-^ r-l t-l ,_( ,-1 -I r-« rH
1-t CM CM r\i CO CO >t ^ -^ »t in in f-( r-i^ CM CM CO ^ in CO 00 CO oo CO O^ (^




Listing of Aggregated Engine Data
The following listing provides the values of the aggre-















The format of these cards is described in Appendix F.
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<Nj<\i in 00 r^ •-• >t tn t\j^ rsj^o >t rvi rH-^ >o >t c^ oj^ (N4 >4- -H ,i- (N rorvir^ 00 vo r^m rn rvj (:^ ^ ir\ r* sO c^ rn
CM —
•
















* c/) -W^ nu^c^oo^Olnf^^^o^nfMvtC^l-^<7^0^gn^OrgOrn^o>J•u^^o<)>t(^J^•--t^n<^J^O<)0<^lf-^>lrO(^
•M- LU * .-«^0>i•^0(>l^\t^^tLnO'-^(X)Or^J(N<N^t(^l^<^^-0(^^tO^^-lnOr^J.--l^^(^Jvta^r^ i^Q0(\l>4-<Hm
•W- Z * or^^o.-^^^r^J>t^gc^J^of^JOvOrH^tO(^4(^J«d-r-^f^J^tu^f^oOln^--(N'-^^^OC^ooln'Hc<^(^JO^»tOoo^ou^
•«• •-*
^«- rn <-•'-< ro •-•>* 1-1 •-H<)rou^inu^c\jc\jrg(Nfvic\J(Nj(N^trH>^»-t(\|ir\rH<^r\ir-*t--t>tro<^f\jrO'--i <-irn
* O ^t
* z *
•«• uj * oOQrHOoooooooooo.-icovOvo.-tir\irioomr*Nroino^roocooror^m(r)Of-toc\jc\i
* «• Lr\0 0vOOoO(\iooinocoinLnh-F-tNOooroor^or-cNi'-<o.-iOf^-^o^o vor«-(^vOoor~0{N-T»
4f a: ««••... •
^t 11. * rHO^r*-ln'-^Ln^*^or^r^oo^Ja^o^-^o^l^\oooc^^^»-^^^lnc^J(^Jr^^~(>c^or^^o incn^co-—^oc^oc^
M- -Jt ou^rHvO'--<c^^>^rNjv^.^rHr~-r-^ir\r--cou^vtcooou^LnvOLnoxivt'^r^Loa^c\jC7^ m-jDLna^omr^mr^
* < «• in i-^>|-f\ivtr-<i-Hr-»rnc\)i-HOcx)^c^ro^inNj-infNj>tf^r^ON^vO<^vtvO'-^<fc<i >^roin vOsO<-H^ »o
^ < ^
K. Q ^t oooot;rooroooooooooorsiOrnc\jrf)oininroOo(\io-oor^r^OinooNOinor^rOr-<r-
* -j^ inin>tv:)^oo^<)oooo(Noocncoo»i-»tcoo'*-f^r*-inLnc>inooo>-»fvo.--<NOin>j-(\iinr<^i-<r^
* o ^
^t. uj )( r^p«-o«^o^oc^•-^a^a^r^'-^o^^^-'-H^gr-4^J•«tr^^o^oo.^-^^lnc^^*^-ln>t rorn^j'-^cooc^r^f^
•M- < * rn^o^t^O{^Jc\lc^J^n'-<u^^O'-^ogu^lncoooc^<)cOrH.-H^-ln^oror^cx)n^^'Hu^fn>-^(^^0^-lnl^
•K O # (M^^CMrHrOrH r-lvtCSJ>t-4-^'-^—(--H-Hr-I r-l CM (MrOr-trOrH rHrO^<MfNJ^ •-•rOCNJfMCNJ <NJ C\J
* UJ 4t
•M- a: #
* CO -K- oooc^^^oooooooooo^^r-^or»^o•-lo^^n<^Ja^o^to^oO^->t^-o>tr^)lnoo^^or>^
M- O * Ou^o(^Jlnooc\|OO^rlO-^LnOcoc^lnO'-^•-'Ol--lr~co(^JlnLnocolnvO<)vOO^o^o vj-coO'^Oi*-
* < ^
* «• ^oa^cor^r^lCNcoc\|OO^tou^|^c^o•--lOoc^f^r^^O<)>tlncoa^Or~>J-^^(^J^o<--^Lno•-H^slO(>coo^o
* U_ -Jt a^r^^o<-^Ovl^oa>^t»^C^cO(^JC^cO«tU^OO(^J^^(>(^J^.--l^tC^c^JC^^M--^<JvOln<^J^O-Oog^O^
«• O « rotM^Nl-cMin'^ rHr^>J-sOvO^-f\Jrnrnrof^Jr^Jfnf^>Oc\linc\j(NjvO(N)>^rn<NJ(NJin>4->i->t"^'Hr-tr-<>t
* *
* z *
M- t~* -K- oooa>oooooooooooooNj-oo^roh-omo'Hf^oinooooa^o(^co^--<omooin
« h- -tt- OOOf\IOOOOOOOOOOOvt^O(N|inv0O00O(T'inoc0OOOOOOr~.-HsDCT'O>J-OO^
« I/) ^.
* t-i * lnoo^oooooo^-'-^oooo^otn^to^oo^oOcoo^^lnoooc^oooco^D0^3.-HOo^o
4(- _j
-jt nvoo^tvo ^-^o^-^^oc^f^ooo<^n vtcoo (X) 03 00 (\jr^ 03 03 r^(Njoor\i«^c\jvocr'vO>oo>ofviO'^
















«-4rsj in fH o^ u>o rsjo lA 00 00o in -o vO <J^ o^ vt o^ 03 r^ r^ sO •-I •-• r~ -4- 00 .-( >j- CO r«- (N in >^ f\j (>





incNj >t >o r«- r^ f\i a> >t ^t 00 nO 00 fMoo nO h- CO rvj CO nD f\io '-< CO a> 00 r*- inoo o^ in CO r*- >t f\i
rnm ro fO (Njn ro (\i ro (^ cNj rvj (r» ro ro CM -H .-H (Nj eg (\j (Tin in >t ro r<^ c\i >j- >^ vt vt rn CNJ (N^
rovO <> •-• in (Ni r^ ro fvi u^ cvi h- vo <N c^ v^ 1-1 ro in ro
-^ roo 00 •-<in >i-o f\io (Nj ro^ •-< (7^ ino ro
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Average Cost of Labor Program
A. Purpose: This program computes the average cost of labor
in dollars per man-hour for each aggregation group (i.e.
the raw data cards being aggregated). A weighted average
labor cost is then computed based on the number of obser-
vations in each group. This weighted average is used in
the Linear Economic Model to convert man-hours into a
dollar cost in the objective function.
B. Inputs: The input data for this program is the preag-
gregation deck described as an input to the Aggregation
Program in Appendix P.
C. Outputs: A listing of the average cost of labor for
each aggregation group followed by the weighted average
cost of labor for all the groups.-
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MPS/360 Data Preparation Program
A. Purpose: This program was prepared to assist the user
in preparing input data decks for use with MPS/36O. The
required input formats are given in Chapter 4 of Ref. 7.
B. Inputs: A special sequence of input data cards is re-
quired. The input data cards must be in the order spe-
cified. The number of data cards in each of the below
sections is not important because the program will read
cards sequentially. For example, if a particular format
for data requires a 10 number field with 5 columns for
each number and the input data is 15 numbers then the
program will read 10 numbers from the first input card
and 5 numbers from the second one. All remaining columns
of the second card should be blank.
(1) The model name is punched in CC 1-8. It must be
alphabetic and not begin with "X". It must be left
adjusted in the field. If right hand side (RHS) para-
metric study vectors are required then put a "1" in CC 9.
The RHS parametric vectors are "change columns" and are
described in Ref. 7- They consist of a RHS column vector
with zeros in every rov; except a "-1" in one of the
resource rows. Three separate decks are created with
one corresponding to each resource row. These decks
99

are used with MPS/36O to provide the parametric studies
on the resource vector R.
(2) The number of rows in the T, matrix is punched in
CC 1-3. The number of columns of T^ is punched in
CC 4-6.
(3) The penalty costs must be punched in this set of
cards. Each card may have only 10 numbers with a 5
column field width. The computer program automatically
places a decimal after the first three digits in any
field. For example, if 12282 is in the 5 column field
then the penalty cost is $122.82. There should be one
penalty cost for each column of T .
(4) Each column of T must be assigned a reference number
for MPS/360. Begin with "1" and continue to number
columns until all are numbered. These numbers must be
punched 40 numbers per card with a 2 column field width.
They must be left adjusted .
(5) Each column of T, produces some particular type of
output. To associate each column with an output a set
of cards punched with "T ROW" as described in Chapter
IV must be provided. Use the same format as in (4).
(6) The production vector (in man-hours) must be punched
in this set of cards. The proper format is 10 numbers
per card with a 5 column field width. There should be
as many numbers as rows of T^ . Use only integer values.
100

(7) The resource vector, R, is specified in this card.
Use a 10 column field v;idth for the three values of Rl,
R2 and R3 respectively. Use only integer values.
(8) The last input is the deck of aggregated data cards
whose format is specified in Appendix F. They must be
in the proper order to correspond with (3) and (5) above.
C. Outputs: A deck of cards is punched for use with MPS/360.
However, the user must provide the iyiPS/360 control deck
as described in Refs. 6 and 7.
D. Special Notes:
(1) Be sure not to exceed the field limits specified
above.
(2) The maximum number of rows and columns for the T^
matrix is 99 in this program. See (2) above. This
also limits other inputs to a maximum of 99 input numbers.
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Cluster Centroid Dominance Program
A. Purpose: This program takes an input deck of aggregated
data cards (processes) and a set (more than one if de-
sired) of cluster descriptions and produces a dominance
matrix showing the relationships between cluster centroids
(or "aggregated" processes).
B. Inputs: A control card with the number of aggregated
data cards punched in CC 1-3 is first. Aggregated data
cards then follow this card. Next the user may put
several cluster "descriptions" if desired. (At least
one is required.) The cluster "description" format is
specified in Appendix E.
C. Outputs: A cluster description, centroid data listing
and dominance matrix are provided for each cluster des-
cription. A list of efficient groups is listed. An
efficient group is a centroid that is not dominated by
any other centroid.
D. Special Notes:
(1) The dominance matrix shows an "0" where each centroid
is either dominates oris dominated. The number of "O's"
in each row and column are listed at the sides of the
matrix. A "-" means no dominance relationship exists.
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(2) The maximum number of centroids in any cluster des-
cription is 50.
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